1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Tinnitus is the perception of sound, i.e. hearing a single frequency or a noise sound (e.g. ringing, hissing, whistling or buzzing) in the absence of a corresponding external acoustic stimulus. In industrialized countries, tinnitus is one of the most frequent auditory ailments as it affects 10--15% of the population. It becomes chronic in 5--15% of the cases ([@bb0095]) and severely affects the quality of life in 1--3% of them, causing e.g. sleep disturbances, concentration problems, psychiatric complications or even leading to suicide attempts ([@bb0115]). The prevalence of anxiety and depression is particularly higher in tinnitus patients than in the general population ([@bb0165], [@bb0210]) indicating that tinnitus, anxiety and depression influence each other ([@bb0115]).

Despite the growing interest from the scientific and medical communities, the pathophysiology of tinnitus, including the underlying cognitive and neural mechanisms, is still largely unknown. Overlong, tinnitus was thought to be a strict otological disorder, but advances in tinnitus research indicated that neuroplastic changes in several levels of the central auditory system, as well as in non-auditory brain areas, notably the amygdala, the anterior insula, the cingulate gyrus and the prefrontal cortex were associated with the development and persistence of conscious perception of tinnitus ([@bb0040], [@bb0160], [@bb0170], [@bb0175]). Recent models of tinnitus were proposed according to which frontal brain areas including the ventromedial, the ventrolateral and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (PFC) play a crucial role in the generation and perception of tinnitus ([@bb0040], [@bb0060], [@bb0120], [@bb0160]). A reduction in the gray matter volume has been observed in the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) in tinnitus patients ([@bb0125], [@bb0180]). This anatomical modification was associated with a higher reactivity of the nucleus accumbens during auditory stimulation at the tinnitus frequency, as shown using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) ([@bb0120]), whereas the activity in the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) was strongly and specifically correlated with tinnitus loudness ([@bb0180]). In addition, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) applied to the dlPFC of one brain hemisphere reduced the tinnitus perception in the contralateral side in some cases ([@bb0030]) whereas TMS applied to the left ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC) modulated the loudness of tinnitus ([@bb0200]).

Using two different behavioural tasks, we recently brought evidences that the top-down cognitive control was specifically altered in tinnitus patients ([@bb0015], [@bb0090]). We also observed that their inhibitory control was altered in a go-no go task: tinnitus patients were abnormally sensitive to cross-modal interference, revealing further their difficulties to ignore irrelevant stimuli ([@bb0010]). This led us to propose that a deficit in executive functions in the prefrontal cortex could be a key factor for tinnitus to develop and become chronic. Since earlier studies most commonly ascribed the top-down cognitive control to several functionally related PFC regions ([@bb0045]), among which the dlPFC, we wanted to establish the direct link between a deficit of the top-down cognitive control and neuroplastic alterations in the dorsolateral and/or ventromedial PFC in tinnitus patients. To this aim we used fMRI and a spatial Stroop paradigm in both the auditory and the visual modality in the same participants.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Ethics statement {#s0015}
---------------------

Before the study, all participants provided their written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki (BMJ 1991; 302: 1194). The experimental protocol of the study was approved by the Biomedical Ethics Committee of the school of Medicine of the Université catholique de Louvain.

2.2. Subjects {#s0020}
-------------

Tinnitus participants (TP) were recruited among patients who consulted the ear, nose and throat department in reason of tinnitus. Strict inclusion criteria were used in order to homogenize the best possible the group of tinnitus patients since there may be different types of tinnitus involving slightly different pathophysiological mechanisms ([@bb0105], [@bb0115], [@bb0170]). A special attention was paid to isolate the tinnitus from frequently associated confounding factors such as hearing loss, depression, anxiety or hyperacusis ([@bb0115]). We only included patients who suffered from a subjective tinnitus (1), non-pulsatile (2), permanently present (3), for at least 6 months (chronic) (4), in both ears (5), and who had either a normal hearing acuity or a slight sensorineural hearing loss (i.e. an average hearing loss for tonal stimuli minor than 35 dB in each ear) (6), no hyperacusis (7), no neurologic record or diagnosed psychiatric disorder (including major depression) at the time of testing (8), and no psychotropic medication consumption (9). In total, 16 TP were included in the study (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for details). Control subjects (CS) were recruited via flyers posted on the university campus. All of them were healthy, without self-reported neurologic or psychiatric problem or hearing impairment. All TP and CS were French speakers and underwent a brief audiometric evaluation of each ear (for 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000 and 8000 Hz frequencies) using a staircase ascending method (bottom-up approach) and an Electronica™ 600 M-Audica audiometer. The hearing loss was determined by comparing these results with the normal audiometric curves according to the age. Sixteen CS were selected and individually matched to a TP by gender, age, hearing acuity (each subject being categorized as having either (1) a normal hearing (i.e. hearing loss \< 20 dB), or (2) slight hearing loss (between 21 and 35 dB) and educational level (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Fifteen subjects were right-handed in each group (1 left-handed).Table 1Characteristics of Tinnitus participants.Table 1SubjectsAge \[years\]GenderHearing loss right/left \[dB\]Tinnitus frequency \[Hz\]Tinnitus duration \[months\]THI \[score: 0--100\]162M31/32200012022234M10/1060001842334M11/10200014424433M17/1840006544550F18/2060006048654M15/960002620736F17/1660002776844F17/1660002436934M10/15800026361024M12/9800022541137M11/13600023341256F16/156000253381355M23/24400084581422F9/9600035361548M12/15400021501644F13/960002444[^2][^3][^4]Table 2Clinical evaluation and scores to the questionnaires.Table 2TinnitusControlUnpaired *t*-test(n = 16)(n = 16)Mean (SD)Mean (SD)Age \[years\]^ns^41.69 (11.76)40.94 (12.06)p = 0.4088Bilateral Hearing Loss \[db\]^ns^16.12 (5.66)13.14 (6.86)p = 0.0893Educational level \[years\]^ns^15.56 (1.67)15.75 (1.39)p = 0.3663Beck Depression Inventory \[13 items\]^ns^2.69 (2.33)2.31 (1.66)p = 0.3020Zung Self-rating Depression Scale^ns^0.47 (0.10)0.45 (0.09)p = 0.1475Beck Anxiety Inventory^ns^6.13 (1.93)5.19 (2.61)p = 0.1287[^5]

2.3. Questionnaires {#s0025}
-------------------

The participants filled out five questionnaires recommended by the Tinnitus Research Initiative (TRI) (<http://www.tinnitusresearch.org/index.php>) or commonly used by clinicians and researchers in the field: the Tinnitus Sample Case History Questionnaire (TSCHQ), the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI), the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-13), the Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI). The TSCHQ allows identifying the history and characteristics of tinnitus, including tinnitus loudness, tinnitus frequency and the time of tinnitus awareness ([@bb0110]) while the THI provides an evaluation (between 0 and 100) of its impact on daily living ([@bb0145]) (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} for the scores in TP and CS).

2.4. Equipment and stimuli {#s0030}
--------------------------

During the fMRI session, we used a spatial Stroop paradigm to evaluate the top-down cognitive control in TP and matched CS in the auditory and in the visual modality separately.

Auditory stimuli were recorded and edited using Adobe® Audition CS6. They consisted in the French words "gauche" (left) and "droite" (right) that were successively presented monaurally, either in the left or the right ear, through an MRI compatible sound delivery system (NordicNeuroLab®). Scanner noise was attenuated by the headphone (30--35 dB). In the visual condition, we used the same two words written in cursive letters using *E*-Prime 2 Professional® (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). These stimuli were projected either at the left or the right middle part of a black screen (In room Viewing Device NordicNeuroLab®) placed at the rear of the magnet and viewed through a tilted mirror mounted on the head coil. Participants responded by pressing the right or left button of an MRI compatible response pad (Response Grip NordicNeuroLab®) held in the dominant hand.

In each condition of the Stroop task, the duration of each stimulus (word) was 750 ms and each word was presented 47 times for a total of 94 trials. The word "droite" (right) appeared 21 times on the right and 26 times on the left. The same applied to the word "gauche" (left) that appeared 21 times on the left and 26 times on the right. In 55% of the trials there was a conflict between the stimulus location and its meaning (i.e. incongruent trials, e.g. the word "gauche" presented on the right side), whereas in the other 45% the stimulus characteristics were congruent. Therefore, the congruent trials served as controls to isolate the specific effect of interference on the task performance. Stimulations and response recordings were controlled using *E*-Prime 2 Professional® (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

2.5. Experimental design, tasks and fMRI procedure {#s0035}
--------------------------------------------------

Before the fMRI session a brief familiarization with the tasks (consisting in 4 trials in each modality) was performed to ensure the understanding of the task by the participants. During the fMRI session, subjects were instructed to press as quickly as possible on the left response button when the word "gauche" (left) was presented and on the right button otherwise ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). We used an event-related paradigm, because it is the best way to perform a Stroop task by mixing the various types of stimuli randomly during the fMRI. The event-related design included 94 experimental trials (duration: 1.5 s) alternating with resting state periods lasting from 2.8 to 3.8 s to reduce the overlapping of the hemodynamic responses. There were four runs of 463.5 s each (2 runs for each sensory modality). The presentation order of the modality was counterbalanced across subjects. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on a central cross throughout the visual conditions and to close their eyes during the auditory conditions. The participants were interviewed after each scan and did not report any difference in tinnitus level in and outside the magnet.Fig. 1Illustration of a sequence of stimulation in the visual modality.Subjects performed a word recognition task in a sequence where the word "gauche" (left) and the word "droite" (right) appeared either at the left or the right part of a computer screen viewed through a mirror inside the magnet. The subjects were required to press the left or the right button of a response pad as quickly as possible according to the meaning of the word (e.g. left button when the word "gauche" appeared). There were two types of trials: 45% congruent trials (e.g. the word "droite" (right) appeared at the right side of the screen) and 55% incongruent trials (e.g. the word "droite" (right) appeared at the left side of the screen). During fMRI acquisition, congruent and incongruent trials alternated and were separated by variable inter-stimulus-intervals (ISI). Visual stimulations lasted 1.5 s and the ISI duration was comprised between 2.8 and 3.8 s.Fig. 1

2.6. 3D-MRI and fMRI acquisition {#s0040}
--------------------------------

Structural brain imaging was obtained in all subjects in the bicommissural (AC-PC) orientation ([@bb0190]) on a 3 Tesla MRI unit (Achieva, Philips Healthcare®, Best, The Netherlands) using a 3D fast T1-weighted gradient echo sequence with an inversion pre-pulse (Turbo field echo (TFE), TR \[repetition time\] = 9 ms, TE \[echo time\] = 4.6 ms, flip angle = 85°, 150 slices, 1 mm thickness, in plane resolution = 0.764 × 0.764 mm). The field of view was 220 × 197 mm, and the SENSE factor (parallel imaging) was 1.5. We used a thirty-two channels phased array head coil.

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI data were acquired using a 2D single shot T2\*-weighted gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR = 2250 ms, TE = 27 ms) with 41 axial slices (thickness = 3 mm), in the AC-PC orientation. The field of view was 220 mm^2^. The in-plane resolution was 2.75 mm^2^. The fMRI paradigm consisted in 4 runs (2 in each sensory modality) of events and baseline (1.5 s per event with a variable inter-stimulus interval (ISI) lasting between 2.8 and 3.8 s).

2.7. Data analysis {#s0045}
------------------

### 2.7.1. In-scan behavioural data {#s0050}

Response times and response accuracy were recorded. Data reduction was first applied to deal with errors and outliers in the response time data: (1) trials with incorrect responses (1.76% of the trials) were excluded from the response time analyses and (2) response times beyond 2 standard deviations below or above each participant\'s mean for each experimental condition were discarded as outliers (0.05% of the trials).

Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed on the mean response times for both congruent and incongruent trials, and on the subtraction of individual mean response times between incongruent and congruent trials. An additional ANOVA was performed on the percentages of correct answers in all conditions. Post-hoc comparisons were performed using Holm-Sidak. Statistical analyses were performed using STATA/SE 12.0 for Windows (Stata Corp LP).

### 2.7.2. fMRI data {#s0055}

Data analysis was performed using BrainVoyager QX 2.8 software package (Brain Innovation™, Maastricht, The Netherlands) with standard pre-processing procedures. Functional MRI data pre-processing included slice scan time correction, head motion correction and high-pass filtering (cut-off frequency: 2 cycles/run) in the frequency domain. Functional and anatomical data sets for each subject were co-registered and the resulting matching brain images were fit to the standardized Talairach space ([@bb0190]) and resliced (voxel size: 3 × 3 × 3 mm). Single-subject functional data were spatially smoothed (5 mm FWHM) in order to reduce inter-subject anatomical variability. Functional data were further analyzed using a multiple regression model (General Linear Model (GLM) ([@bb0070])) that consisted in the two experimental conditions (congruent and incongruent trials) in both modalities and in both groups. In this model, the beta weights quantified the potential contribution of each predictor in each voxel time course. The predictor time courses of the regression model were computed on the basis of a linear model of the relation between neural activity and hemodynamic response, assuming a rectangular neural answer convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF) during phases of active conditions ([@bb0025], [@bb0070]).

Random-effects (RFX) group analyses ([@bb0075]) were performed at the whole-brain level. All the analyses were performed using a threshold of p \< 0.001 with a correction for multiple comparisons using a cluster size threshold adjustment (minimum cluster size: 184 voxels) to achieve a corrected p \< 0.05. This was performed based on the Forman et al. ([@bb0065]) Monte Carlo simulation approach, extended to 3D data sets using the threshold size plug-in Brain Voyager QX ([@bb0080]).

To isolate the brain areas specifically involved in the interference conditions of the spatial Stroop task (i.e. the top-down cognitive control), we contrasted the incongruent trials with the congruent ones in the two modalities plotted together and in each group separately. To identify the brain regions altered in tinnitus patients during the task in each modality, we used the contrast \[(TP congruent + TP incongruent) \> (CS congruent + CS incongruent)\]. To isolate the brain areas specifically activated in the incongruent trials (interference conditions with cognitive conflict) in TP, we used the contrast \[TP incongruent \> (TP congruent + CS congruent + CS incongruent)\] in each modality. This contrast allowed us to investigate the Stroop effect specifically in TP.

To evaluate the link between the performance in the Stroop task (in incongruent trials minus congruent trials) and the brain activity level (beta values) in each modality, correlation analyses were performed in all the brain areas that had been identified as more recruited in tinnitus patients than in controls, i.e. in the differential contrast between tinnitus group and control group ((TP congruent + TP incongruent) \> (CS congruent + CS incongruent)). Additional correlations between the beta values and the THI scores were performed to test the relationship between brain activity changes and the impact of tinnitus on quality of life.

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. Clinical scores {#s0065}
--------------------

The analysis of clinical scores did not reveal any group difference for depression nor for anxiety (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Behavioural results {#s0070}
------------------------

### 3.2.1. Word recognition task {#s0075}

In each group and condition, the response times to incongruent trials were longer than the response times to congruent trials (all p\'s \< 0.05, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The 2 (group: TP vs CS) × 2 (trial: congruent vs incongruent) ANOVA on the response times in each modality considered separately revealed an effect of the group in the auditory modality only, TP being slower than CS \[F(3, 60) = 55.14, p \< 0.001\] in audition. In addition, the 2 (group: TP vs CS) × 2 (sensory modality: auditory vs visual) ANOVA performed on the response accuracy rate (to incongruent and congruent trials considered together) revealed an effect of the group, TP being less accurate than CS \[F(3, 60) = 33.63, p \< 0.001\], both in the auditory and the visual modalities (all p\'s \< 0.005, post-hoc comparisons).Fig. 2Response times, response accuracy and Stroop effect during the word recognition task in tinnitus patients and control subjects.In (A) and (B), response times are displayed as a function of the group and of the trial type (congruent vs incongruent) in audition and in vision. In (C), the response accuracy (percentage of correct responses to congruent and incongruent trials considered together) is displayed as a function of the group and the sensory modality. In (D), the "response times differences" (i.e. the differences in response times between incongruent and congruent trials, to be considered as the time needed to resolve the conflicts and reflecting the Stroop effect) are displayed as a function of the group and the sensory modality. Error bars are standard errors of the mean (SEM). \*p \< 0.05; \*\*p \< 0.005; \*\*\*p \< 0.001.Fig. 2

### 3.2.2. Stroop effect {#s0080}

A 2 (group: TP vs CS) × 2 (sensory modality: auditory vs visual) ANOVA was performed on "response times differences" (i.e. response times for the incongruent trials minus response times for the congruent trials) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). For this variable that could be considered as an indicator of a Stroop effect (independent from any group difference in processing speed and lower level sensory processing), we observed an effect of the group \[F(3, 60) = 90.41, p \< 0.001\], an effect of the modality \[F(3, 60) = 73.35, p \< 0.001\] and an interaction between group and modality \[F(3, 60) = 57.70, p \< 0.001\]. Post-hoc comparisons showed an effect of the group in the auditory (p \< 0.001) and the visual modalities (p \< 0.001). The differences in response times between incongruent and congruent trials were higher in TP than in CS. There was also an effect of the modality in TP only (p \< 0.001), with larger differences in response times (in \[incongruent minus congruent trials\]) in audition than in vision in this group.

3.3. Functional imaging results {#s0085}
-------------------------------

### 3.3.1. Brain areas recruited during conflict resolution in each group {#s0090}

To identify in each group the neural network specifically involved in the conflict resolution of the spatial Stroop task (i.e. the top-down cognitive control), we contrasted the incongruent trials conditions to the congruent ones. In TP, using the contrast \[(Auditory incongruent + Visual incongruent) \> (Auditory congruent + Visual congruent)\], six distinct brain areas were found to be bilaterally active: the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), the middle temporal gyrus (MiTG), middle frontal gyrus (MiFG, dlPFC), the insula, the superior parietal lobule (SPL) and cingulate gyrus. In the right hemisphere, the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) were activated. There was also an activation focus in the left precuneus ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Brain activation foci observed during interference conditions as contrasted to congruent trials (Stroop effect) in each group.In each group, the brain regions activated in the contrast \[(Auditory incongruent + Visual incongruent) \> (Auditory congruent + Visual congruent)\] are displayed according to the colour scale that codes for the activation level based on the t-values. The activation maps are superimposed on the sagittal, coronal and transverse sections of an individual normalized brain MRI. In the tinnitus patients (TP) group (upper part of the figure), the brain activation foci included the left middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann area (BA) 8--9) (A), the left precuneus (BA 7) (B) and the left thalamus (C), as well as the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 9) (D), the right insula (BA 13) (E), the right superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) (F), the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 39) (G) and the right inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) (H). There was a bilateral activation of the cingulate gyrus (BA 24) (I) and the left superior parietal lobule (BA7) (J) was also activated. In the control subjects (CS) group (lower part of the figure), the brain activation foci included the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 9) (A), the left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) (B), the right superior frontal gyrus (BA 6--8) (D), the cingulate gyrus bilaterally (BA 24) (E) and the left superior parietal lobule (BA 7)/postcentral gyrus (BA 2) (F). In addition there was a small voxels cluster (not significant) in the left inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20) (H). R: right, L: left.Fig. 3Table 3Brain activation foci (positive values) related to conflict resolution (incongruent trials minus congruent trials) in each group.Table 3Brain regionBrodmann areaCluster sizet-Valuep-ValueCoordinate (x, y, z)TP group (p \< 0.001 corrected)R inferior parietal lobuleBA 4010056.590.00000962− 2918R middle temporal gyrusBA 211994.270.00007556− 533R insulaBA 1312285.140.0000124710R middle temporal gyrusBA 3910045.220.00001450− 5912R middle frontal gyrusBA 92715.020.000015411533R superior temporal gyrusBA 222154.290.00004738− 4718R putamen3405.560.00005526− 143R superior parietal lobuleBA 73054.670.00003132− 5351R superior frontal gyrusBA 63254.160.00004523− 567L/R cingulate gyrusBA 245415.340.000083− 1− 839L precuneusBA 713967.430.000002− 19− 5348L thalamus2405.390.000075− 16− 812L cerebellum1954.180.000081− 22− 80− 18L middle frontal gyrus[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}BA 81904.240.000071− 193139L middle frontal gyrus[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}BA 9--3.920.000785− 273231L insulaBA 131895.160.000016− 34193L superior parietal lobuleBA 72184.420.000049− 40− 6545L inferior parietal lobuleBA 404324.270.000071− 49− 3521L middle temporal gyrusBA 212385.450.000067− 52− 2− 18L middle temporal gyrusBA 223865.170.000013− 61− 383  CS group (p \< 0.001 corrected)R insulaBA 131264.220.0000744473R superior frontal gyrusBA 63884.430.00004815464R thalamus2234.160.00008426− 353R superior parietal lobuleBA 71864.980.0000128− 6854R superior frontal gyrusBA 84028.130.00000191151R/L cingulate gyrusBA 243444.350.0000572436L cingulate gyrusBA 332254.480.000044− 12218L cingulate gyrus[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}BA 24904.350.000181− 2339L superior parietal lobuleBA 75716.450.000011− 22− 6257L thalamus1854.810.000017− 28− 323L insulaBA 136044.070.000099− 34718L insulaBA 132664.840.000021− 43169L inferior parietal lobuleBA 4014225.520.000058− 40− 4133L inferior parietal lobuleBA 404594.170.000081− 58− 2933L middle frontal gyrusBA 91854.130.000088− 462234L inferior frontal gyrusBA 442734.480.000044− 55− 233[^6][^7]

In CS, using the same contrast we observed that the insula, the CG and the SPL were bilaterally activated. There were also activation foci in the right SFG, the left IPL, the left MiFG (dlPFC) and the left inferior frontal gyrus ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.3.2. Brain areas selectively recruited in tinnitus patients during incongruent trials {#s0095}

To isolate the brain areas specifically activated by conflict effects in TP (i.e. while TP processed incongruent stimuli as compared to all other conditions), we used the contrast \[TP incongruent \> (TP congruent + CS congruent + CS incongruent)\] in each sensory modality separately. In the auditory modality, the resulting activation map involved regions in the right hemisphere, including the MiFG (dlPFC), the SPL, the caudate nucleus, the posterior CG and the MeFG (vmPFC), as well as the CG bilaterally, although the activation of its anterior part was below the voxels cluster size threshold adjustment ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). In the visual modality, we observed activation foci in the right hemisphere in the MiFG (dlPFC), the caudate nucleus and the MeFG (vmPFC), as well as a bilateral activation of the CG ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Brain regions that were specifically activated by conflict effects in tinnitus patients.The activation maps obtained using the contrast \[TP incongruent \> (TP congruent + CS congruent + CS incongruent)\] are displayed according to the colour scale that codes for the activation level based on the t-values. The activation maps are superimposed on the sagittal, coronal and transverse sections of an individual normalized brain MRI. In the auditory modality (upper part of the figure), the right middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC, BA 46) (A) and the right medial frontal gyrus (vmPFC, BA 10) (B) were specifically activated in tinnitus patients while they processed incongruent stimuli, as compared to all other conditions. Brain activation foci also included the tail of the right caudate (C) and the right posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 30) (D). In the visual modality (lower part of the figure), the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46) (A), the right medial frontal gyrus (BA 10) (B), the cingulate gyrus (BA 24) (C) and the right caudate (D) were specifically activated in tinnitus patients during interference conditions, as compared to all other conditions. R: right, L: left.Fig. 4Table 4Brain activation foci (positive values) that were selectively activated in tinnitus patients during interference conditions with cognitive conflict \[TP incongruent \> (TP congruent + CS congruent + CS incongruent)\].Table 4Brain regionBrodmann areaCluster sizet-Valuep-ValueCoordinate (x, y, z)Auditory modality (p \< 0.001 corrected)R middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC)BA 462225.280.000001412024R superior parietal lobuleBA 73645.250.00000133− 6251Tail of R caudate3215.900.00000132− 260R medial frontal gyrus (vmPFC)BA 102935.380.0000015492R cingulate gyrusBA 303315.830.00000111− 410L/R cingulate gyrus[a](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}BA 24824.070.00086− 11924  Visual modality (p \< 0.001 corrected)R middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC)BA 469307.100.000001472823R caudate5635.560.0000018193R medial frontal gyrus (vmPFC)BA 1011425.900.0000015553R superior frontal gyrus, medial part - medial frontal gyrusBA 83454.500.00002024339R/L cingulate gyrusBA 293035.360.0000012− 5312L/R cingulate gyrusBA 243044.170.000068− 44012[^8]

The differential activation between tinnitus patients and controls during the task is provided in supplementary material (Table S1 and Fig. S1).

### 3.3.3. Correlation analyses: relationship between behavioural performance and brain activation in tinnitus patients {#s0100}

Correlation analyses were performed in each modality between the performance in the spatial Stroop task (i.e., contrasting the response times between incongruent and congruent trials, a smaller difference indicating a better performance) and the beta weights related to incongruent trials in all the brain areas that had been identified as more recruited in tinnitus patients than in controls (using the contrast \[(TP congruent + TP incongruent) \> (CS congruent + CS incongruent)\]). As illustrated in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, results were consistent across modalities and significant correlations were observed between individual performance and brain activity level in two distinct brain areas in the right hemisphere, the MiFG (dlPFC) and the MeFG (vmPFC), which were the same in audition (right MiFG-dlPFC (r = − 0.52, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 41, y = 22, z = 24); right MeFG-vmPFC (r = − 0.59, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 5, y = 49, z = 3)) and in vision (right MiFG-dlPFC (r = − 0.59, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 47, y = 19, z = 27); right MeFG-vmPFC (r = − 0.58, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 8, y = 65, z = 12)). When performing the same correlation analyses in the CS group, a correlation between individual performance and brain activity level was observed in the right MiFG (dlPFC) only (in audition, r = − 0.61, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 42, y = 25, z = 32; in vision, r = − 0.60, p \< 0.05, coordinates of focus peak: x = 51, y = 12, z = 27). There were no significant correlations between the beta values and the THI scores in any brain region.Fig. 5Correlation between the performance in the spatial Stroop task and the beta weights related to incongruent trials in activated prefrontal brain areas. Charts depict increases in brain activation level (individual beta values) with subtracted response times between incongruent and congruent trials (a smaller difference indicating a better performance) in the auditory modality in tinnitus patients (A, C) and controls (B, D) and in the visual modality in tinnitus patients (E, G) and controls (F, H).Fig. 5

4. Discussion {#s0105}
=============

Using fMRI, we observed that tinnitus patients (TP) differed from control subjects (CS) for the brain activity changes related to the Stroop effect in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC, in the lateral part of MiFG, BA9 and BA46), the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC, in MeFG, BA10) and the cingulate gyrus. We observed a correlation between the performance (efficiency of the top-down cognitive control) and the brain activity level in the right dlPFC (MiFG) and vmPFC (MeFG) in tinnitus patients, both in audition and in vision. This correlation was only observed in the right dlPFC (MiFG) in control subjects.

4.1. Altered responses to the Stroop effect in the cingulate cortex in tinnitus patients {#s0110}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the present study, the cingulate cortex (CG) was more activated in TP during the processing of incongruent trials as compared to all other conditions, both in audition and in vision. Brain activity changes in several parts of the CG were previously observed in tinnitus patients ([@bb0130]). It has been reported that the posterior CG was activated during the perception of tinnitus ([@bb0155]). Applying tDCS or TMS on the anterior CG modulated tinnitus intensity and tinnitus-related distress ([@bb0195]). It is noteworthy that the subgenual cingulate cortex and the vmPFC are parts of the so-called "noise-cancellation" system ([@bb0120], [@bb0160]). Given the role of the anterior CG in the allocation of attention resources during a Stroop task, we may hypothesize that the larger recruitment of this brain area observed in tinnitus patients, despite their poor behavioural performance, was related, at least partly, to a chronic altered response of this brain area involved in a persisting salience attribution to the tinnitus sound ([@bb0185]).

4.2. Altered responses in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in tinnitus patients {#s0115}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was a selective recruitment of the right dlPFC (MiFG, BA 46) in TP during interference conditions with cognitive conflict (i.e. while TP processed incongruent stimuli as compared to all other conditions). According to previous studies ([@bb0050], [@bb0055]), the dlPFC specifically supports the resolution of conflicts in general. This leads us to postulate that the higher level of brain activity observed in the dlPFC (MiFG) in TP was due, at least partly, to attempts of the brain to neutralize the tinnitus sensations (i.e. to cancel the tinnitus noise) during the Stroop task. It is worth noting that the level of brain activity in the right dlPFC (MiFG) correlated with the individual performance in both groups: the higher the brain activity, the better was the efficiency of cognitive control. However, despite a higher level of brain activity in this region in TP, the performance was still worse in TP than in CS, indicating that this higher level of recruitment of the dlPFC (MiFG) was not sufficient to compensate for tinnitus-related interference in the spatial Stroop task. This hypothesis is in line with previous observations. In a categorization task of auditory stimuli, the fMRI hemodynamic signal observed in the lateral prefrontal cortex (BA46, i.e. the dlPFC-MiFG) and in the right medial prefrontal gyrus (BA10, i.e., the vmPFC-MeFG) in trials with auditory stimulation at the tinnitus frequency correlated with tinnitus loudness ratings on the day of testing ([@bb0180]). This is consistent with the hypothesis according to which the dlPFC was involved in the neutralization of tinnitus that acted as an additional internal distractor during the experimental task ([@bb0180]). We assume that the dlPFC (MiFG) activation observed in the present study reflected the effort made to focus on performing the spatial Stroop task while ignoring distractors, among which tinnitus. This idea is also supported by the fact that stimulation of the dlPFC in TP using tDCS or TMS modulated the intensity of tinnitus perception and the amount of tinnitus-related distress ([@bb0035], [@bb0205]).

4.3. Differential activation of ventromedial prefrontal cortex between patients and controls {#s0120}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The vmPFC (MeFG), which is considered as a core region of the emotional brain, was specifically activated by conflict effects in TP only (i.e. while TP processed incongruent stimuli as compared to all other conditions). However, on the one hand, this brain area was not included in the brain activation pattern related to conflict resolution (i.e. when contrasting incongruent to congruent trials). On the other hand, its recruitment during the processing of incongruent trials correlated with the individual performance in the spatial Stroop task in TP (and in TP only), in audition as well as in vision. It was previously shown that the activation of the vmPFC was associated with successful suppression of emotional responses to a negative emotional signal ([@bb0085]). This is in line with the brain imaging studies that indicated a specific alteration of this brain region in people with chronic tinnitus. The first morphometric study in tinnitus patients, using MRI and voxel-based morphometry, revealed significant gray matter volume decreases within the subcallosal region, which contained the nucleus accumbens but also part of the vmPFC ([@bb0140]). Although in other studies no structural difference was observed in a subcallosal brain area that included the vmPFC ([@bb0135]) when TP were compared to controls in whom reductions in subcallosal gray matter correlated with supra-clinical hearing loss above 8000 Hz, the main subsequent studies reported structural MRI differences in this brain area between tinnitus and control groups ([@bb0005], [@bb0020], [@bb0060], [@bb0120]). The reported reductions in vmPFC gray matter were consistent with reduced functional output of vmPFC in tinnitus patients, as observed when using magnetoencephalography to investigate the resting-state network in these patients ([@bb0175]). Interestingly, in the study of Leaver et al. ([@bb0120]), those patients with greater amounts of gray matter in vmPFC exhibited less hyperactivity in the auditory cortex, reflecting a relatively better ability of the vmPFC to exert an inhibitory influence on the auditory system. Accordingly, the vmPFC (MeFG) would play a key role in tinnitus perception as postulated in the "noise-cancellation" model proposed by Rauschecker and collaborators ([@bb0160]). This gating model postulates that chronic perception of tinnitus occurs as a consequence of a dysfunctional noise suppressing mechanism due to irregularities in a limbic-cortico-striatal-thalamic circuit that determines which sensations are important. Contributions from both cortical and subcortical brain areas were proposed in this model, including changes in the vmPFC and other regions (cingulate cortex, nucleus accumbens and reticular thalamic nucleus) that are parts of an evaluation network of positive/negative valency of sensory stimuli ([@bb0100], [@bb0120]) and involved in long-term habituation to continuous unpleasant sounds. The model postulates that irregularities within this circuit lead to generate a deficient sensory attentional gating mechanism, responsible for abnormal evaluation of the perceptual relevance of tinnitus sound ([@bb0005], [@bb0120]). In the present study, we excluded or controlled most potential confounding factors (e.g. hearing loss, depression, anxiety), so that the functional changes observed in the vmPFC (MeFG) could only be attributed to chronic tinnitus per se. This leads us to hypothesize that this brain area was involved in noise cancellation and emotion regulation during the spatial Stroop task as well, which in some way improved the performance in TP (the higher the activity in the right vmPFC (MeFG), the better the performance), whatever the sensory modality used in the task. However, considering the evidence and our results based on correlation analyses, we cannot conclude whether tinnitus produced deficits in the cognitive control or whether the pre-existence of an alteration in the cognitive control is needed to produce tinnitus.

4.4. Altered responses in dorsolateral and ventromedial prefrontal cortex in tinnitus patients {#s0125}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The level of brain activity in the right vmPFC (MeFG) and in the right dlPFC (MiFG) during the Stroop task (interference conditions) strongly correlated with the efficiency of top-down cognitive control in TP, while in CS this correlation was observed in the dlPFC (MiFG) only. This leads us to suggest that the vmPFC (MeFG) and the dlPFC (MiFG) in the right hemisphere influenced the activity of each other in tinnitus patients. The implication of the vmPFC and the dlPFC in the regulation of emotions has been previously demonstrated; the dlPFC is connected to the limbic system through the vmPFC ([@bb0150]). Additionally, the dlPFC, the anterior CG, the insula and the amygdala constitute part of the network that is activated during auditory stimulation in TP ([@bb0185]). Accordingly, the altered dlPFC could contribute to the perception of tinnitus, probably through interactions with the limbic-corticostriatal thalamic circuit and, in particular, with the vmPFC that is part of the "noise-cancellation" pathway ([@bb0005], [@bb0140], [@bb0160], [@bb0185]). Recently, Elgoyhen and collaborators ([@bb0060]) noted in a critical review that a system that would work with the vmPFC and that would underlie the mechanisms for the detection and selective suppression of the unwanted tinnitus sound was still missing to support the sound-inhibitory system in the "noise-cancellation" model ([@bb0160]). Here, the dlPFC (MiFG) appears as a plausible candidate for such a system. We hypothesize that a specific alteration of the vmPFC (MeFG) is a key component in the pathophysiology of tinnitus, while the activity increase observed in the dlPFC (MiFG) during the Stroop task in both modalities would be a consequence of tinnitus interference, i.e., it would be related to the (inefficient) attempt to neutralize tinnitus perception during the Stroop task.

5. Conclusion {#s0130}
=============

Here we identified brain activity alterations in the vmPFC (MeFG) and in the dlPFC (MiFG) in tinnitus patients during a spatial Stroop paradigm in audition and vision. The brain activity level in these two regions was correlated with the efficiency of the top-down cognitive control in tinnitus patients, although this efficiency was poor in these patients when compared to controls. Such a deficit of top-down cognitive control, underlain by an altered response in the vmPFC (MeFG) and dlPFC (MiFG), could partly explain why the suppression of tinnitus sensation did not occur in these patients. Although further studies are clearly needed, identifying the cognitive and neural mechanisms involved in tinnitus perception is an innovative approach that could contribute to develop effective treatments based on neuropsychological training, with the hope to finally offer a solution to tinnitus patients.
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[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.

[^2]: THI: Tinnitus Handicap Inventory.

[^3]: Bilateral Hearing Loss: Average between 250 and 8000 Hz.

[^4]: The tinnitus frequency was identified in each TP by presenting pure tones and narrow band sounds of frequencies ranging between 250 and 8000 Hz.

[^5]: ns : no significant difference across groups

[^6]: Belonging to the same voxels cluster.

[^7]: Shown here for reference though below the voxels cluster size threshold adjustment (184 voxels to achieve a corrected p \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).

[^8]: Shown here for reference though below the voxels cluster size threshold adjustment (184 voxels to achieve a corrected p \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).
